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Author’s response to reviews: see over
Abstract:

Please tone down conclusions in your impact - particularly the line where you mention 'the greatest impact'.
-> Changed

Methods:

Please provide additional information on how orthopaedic surgeons were selected to take part in this survey.
>additional Information added.

Please provide all relevant details on eligibility.
>added

Results:

Please add details of your response rate to the results section of your manuscript.
->added in detail

Comparisons between the US and other countries are not consistent. e.g. US and Germany are compared on one question, then US and UK on another. Please address this point.
->addressed

Please add a synthesised table to your manuscript describing the characteristics of responders to your survey.

Discussion:

Please ensure that your discussion is adequately referenced.
-> adequate references added

Please discuss the potential limitation of response bias.
->Discussed